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Introduction

Imaging systems

▶ Beam footprint made visible by scintillating material

▶ Mirrors transport light to camera away from radiation

▶ Images are processed and presented to operators

University of Oslo in-kind contribution

▶ Two target imaging systems: Target Wheel and Proton Beam Window

▶ Two images for tuning dump line



Tuning dump imaging systems, delivered June 2022



Luminescent coating of the Target Wheel, March 2022



Image processing and simulations

manufacturing custom luminescent chromia alumina powder136

that can be flame sprayed. Figure 4 shows two sectors of the137

ESS target wheel, one coated with the SNS chromia alumina138

and the other with the ESS manufactured powder. With the139

coating of the target wheel, one of the critical milestones140

for the delivery of the beam on target imaging systems is141

achieved.142

Figure 4: Two sectors of the ESS target wheel, one coated
with the SNS chromia alumina and the other with the ESS
chromia alumina.

BEAM DYNAMICS
The e�ect of the Aluminium Proton Beam Window143

(PBW) [11] on the proton beam has been investigated us-144

ing MiniScatter [9], based on GEANT4. From Figure 5145

we see that the beam size on the target, �, changes signifi-146

cantly due to the PBW Al thickness. The analytical expres-147

sions [10, Eq. 7, 8] agree with the MiniScatter simulations to148

within 2% at the planned PBW total Al thickness of 2.25 mm,149

which comes in addition to the standard 2.0 mm of water150

in the center [11, Figure 2]. We can compensate for the151

increase in beam size by decreasing the amplitude of the152

raster magnet scan.153

ELECTRONICS AND SOFTWARE
The imaging systems will extract key beam parameters154

including centroid, peak current density and beam-outside-155

99%-footprint. In addition, the image system may be used to156

monitor changes in the optical system itself by tracking the157

position of fiducials on the target wheel. Time-critical oper-158

ations are planned to be performed in FPGA hardware. The159

analysis should be rapid enough so that in case of anomalies160

the next beam pulse can be stopped. Less critical operations161

like fiducial tracking will likely be performed in software162

only.163

Figure 6 shows a block diagram of the planned solution164

for the imaging system camera read-out and processing. Af-165

ter receiving the image from the camera via CameraLink,166

the raw image is to be made available to the Linux run-167

ning on the embedded SOC using a VDMA and the Xilinx168

Video4Linux2 (V4L2) drivers. Images received through169

Figure 5: Beam size at target (�) with respect to PBW Alu-
minium Thickness

V4L2 are made available for EPICS AreaDetector using the170

ADV4L driver. Further image processing and analyses are171

also done by the FPGA, with the resulting data published172

through EPICS via the SOC. The SOC is also used for con-173

figuring parameters of the FPGA and camera, as well as for174

less time-critical and more high-level analyses for which175

higher programming flexibility is desired. In addition to the176

images from the camera, the system would require to know177

the current screen number and beam-current for calibration178

of the measured light intensity into charge density.179

Figure 6: Block diagram for the camera read-out and pro-
cessing.

SUMMARY
The ESS Target Proton Beam Imaging System poses180

unique challenges, which have been addressed by the collabo-181

ration of ESS, Oslo, STFC, and University West. The tuning182

dump systems have been delivered to ESS and are ready183

for installation. The target has been successfully coated184

using a custom developed process for precision thermal coat-185


